
Periodicity of Elements 

Why? 

 Within musical scales the notes form a series that repeats every eighth note. Eight notes 

up from a C note is another C note. Each interval or series is referred to as an octave since it 

contains eight notes. Elements also form an eight step series. The purpose of this activity is to 

explore how valence electrons generate an eight step series that repeats itself within the periodic 

table. 

Learning Objectives 

• Associate groups on the periodic table with a number of valence electrons in an electron 

configuration. 

• Associate periods on the periodic table with a number of principle energy levels (shells) 

in an electron configuration. 

Success Criteria 

• Assign a group number for the elements in groups 1, 2 and 13-18 based upon the number 

of ground-state valence electrons in their atoms. 

• Assign a period number for the elements in groups 1, 2 and 13-18 based upon the number 

of occupied shells in a ground-state electron configuration for the element. 

Prerequisites 

• Electron Configuration 

• Nuclear Charge 

Information 

Periodic Table is a grid made up of: 

• Rows (or periods) that proceed horizontally (from side to side) across the table. 

• Columns (or groups) that proceed vertically (up and down) on the table. 

Resources 

• Periodic Table 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Model: An Electron Dot Diagram of the Main Group Elements 

 

Task 

Below the symbol for each element, write an electron configuration for the elements in the 

model. Lithium has been done for you. 

Key Questions 

1. How are members of the same column (group) similar in terms of the number of valence 

electrons? 

Elements in the same group have the same number of valence electrons. 

2. Which group contains the least number of valence electrons? 

Group 1 

 

3. Which group contains the largest number of valence electrons? 

Group 18 

 

4. Which period (row) contains three occupied shells? 

Period 3 

 

5. Within a group, which period, top or bottom is likely to contain atoms with the larger radius? 

Explain your answer. 

The bottom, it contains an element with more occupied principle energy levels. 

 

6. In terms of the number of valence electrons, describe one cyclic property that can be observed in 

the model. 

The number of valence electrons increases by 1 until you reach 8 valence electrons. Then 

restarts at 1 in the next period down. 



7. Refer to a Periodic Table and write the number of protons in the nucleus for the period 2 

elements listed below: 

 

Li __3__   Be __4__   B __5__   C _6___   N __7_   O __8__   F __9__ 

 

8. Which of the above elements within period 2 contains the greatest nuclear charge? Explain. 

 

Fluorine- it has the greatest number of protons in the nucleus. 

 

9. The atomic radius for an atom is the distance from the center of the nucleus to the outermost 

principle energy level. 

 
 

Refer to Table S in your reference tables and write the atomic radius for the period 2 elements 

listed below. Please include units: 

 

Li __130 pm_   Be _99 pm_   B _84 pm_   C _75 pm_   N _71 pm_   O _64 pm_   F _60 pm_ 

 

 

10. Which of the above elements has the strongest pull on its valence electrons and electron shells? 

Explain. 

 

Fluorine- it has the smallest atomic radius which means its electron shells are pulled in the 

closest to its’ nucleus. 

 

 

11. Which element within period 2 generates the greatest force of attraction between its nucleus and 

its valence electrons? Explain in terms of atomic structure. 

Fluorine- it has the greatest nuclear charge and strongest attraction for its valence electrons. 

 

 



Exercise 

Complete all of the information below for each of the atoms with the following ground state electron configurations: 

Electron configuration 2-8-3 2-8-8-1 2-6 2-8-18-7 2-8-18-32-18-8 

Element symbol Al 

 

K O Cl Rn 

Group number 13 

 

1 16 17 18 

Period or Row number 3 4 2 4 6 

 

Nuclear charge +13 

 

+19 +8 +35 +86 

# of valence electrons 3 

 

1 6 7 8 

Electron dot diagram 

(atom) 

 

 

 

    

Ion’s charge (oxidation 

state) 

+3 

 

+1 -2 -1 0 

Ion’s symbol including 

charge 

 

Al+3 

 

 

K+ 

 

O-2 

 

Cl- 

 

Rn0 

# of electrons lost or 

gained. Indicate if lost or 

gained. 

3 e- lost 

 

1 e- lost 2 e- gained 1 e- gained 0 e- lost or gained 

 

Questions: 

1 a. Which of the above elements have fewer than 4 valence electrons? Aluminum, Potassium 

   b. What type of ions do these elements form? Explain how these ions forms in terms of valence electrons. 

        They form positive cations which lose valence electrons in order to form. 

   c. Are these elements metals or nonmetals? Metals 

 

2 a. Which of the above elements have greater than 4 valence electrons? Chlorine, Oxygen and Radon 

   b. What type of ions do these elements form? Explain how these ions forms in terms of valence electrons. 

        Chlorine and oxygen form negative anions which gain valence electrons in order to form. 

   c. Are these elements metals or nonmetals?  Nonmetals



 

METALS     NONMETALS     METALLOIDS 

1. Have luster    1. Are dull      1. Have luster 

2. Are malleable and ductile   2. Are brittle      2. Are brittle 

3. Conduct heat and electricity  3. Do not conduct heat or electricity very well. 3. Semi-conductors 

4. Lose electrons to form ions  4. Prefer to gain electrons to form an ion.  4. Can gain or lose electrons  

5. Low electronegativity and ionization 5. High electronegativity and ionization energies     to form an ion. 

energies.         5. Moderate electronegativities and  

    ionization energies. 

 


